319. "EVERYDAY PEOPLE"    SLY & THE FAMILY STONE
320. "WHEN WILL I BE LOVED"    LINDA RONSTADT
321. "UNCLE JOHN’S BAND"    THE GRATEFUL DEAD
322. "FAITH"    GEORGE MICHAEL
323. "UP WHERE WE BELONG"    JOE COCKER & JENNIFER WARNES
324. "ALL MY ROWDY FRIENDS ARE COMING OVER"    HANK WMS. JR.
325. "CANDLE IN THE WIND"    ELTON JOHN
326. "EL SHADDAI"    AMY GRANT
327. "SALT PEANUTS"    DIZZY GILLESPIE
328. ZODIAC SUITE    MARY LOU WILLIAMS
329. "VESTI LA GIUBBA"    ENRICO CARUSO
330. "WHISPERING"    PAUL WHITEMAN ORCH.
331. "BLUE YODEL (T FOR TEXAS)"    JIMMIE RODGERS
332. "BOOGIE CHILLUN"    JOHN LEE HOOKER
333. "THE BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS"    JOHNNY HORTON
334. "SHE WORKS HARD FOR THE MONEY"    DONNA SUMMER
335. "I WANT YOU BACK"    THE JACKSON 5
336. "HE STOPPED LOVING HER TODAY"    GEORGE JONES
337. "MEN IN BLACK"    WILL SMITH
338. "EL PASO"    MARTY ROBBINS
339. "I’LL FLY AWAY"    THE CHUCK WAGON GANG
340. "ROCKIT"    HERBIE HANCOCK
341. "KING PORTER STOMP"    JELLY ROLL MORTON
342. "CROSS ROAD BLUES"    ROBERT JOHNSON
343. "CATTLE CALL"    EDDY ARNOLD
344. "TIGER RAG"    THE ORIGINAL DIXIELAND JAZZ BAND
345. "THE PRISONER’S SONG"    VERNON DALHART
346. "YAKETY YAK"    THE COASTERS
347. "BIG YELLOW TAXI"    JONI MITCHELL
348. "HIGHER LOVE"    STEVE WINWOOD
349. "NO CHARGE"    SHIRLEY CAESAR
350. "MY HOME’S IN ALABAMA"    ALABAMA
351. "ONE SWEET DAY"    BOYZ II MEN/MARIAH CAREY
352. "I HOPE YOU DANCE"    LEE ANN WOMACK
353. "DON’T LET NOBODY TURN YOU AROUND"    THE FAIRFIELD FOUR
354. "THE IN CROWD"    RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
355. "NEAR YOU"    FRANCIS CRAIG ORCHESTRA
356. "SING ME BACK HOME"    MERLE HAGGARD
357. "DJANGO"    THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET
358. "RESPECT YOURSELF"    THE STAPLE SINGERS
359. "DOO WOP (THAT THING)"    LAURYN HILL
360. "MAMA HE’S CRAZY"    THE JUDDS
361. "NO SCRUBS"    TLC
362. "SATURDAY IN THE PARK"    CHICAGO
363. "BILLS, BILLS, BILLS"    DESTINY’S CHILD
364. "ADDICTIVE LOVE"    BEBE & CECE WINANS